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Inspiring education through action: Waste to Wonder's School in a Box charity programme 

An ethical clearance firm is giving back to schools across the globe to provide them with essential 

equipment.  

Alan Cooper runs Waste to Wonder, which links up charities with second life equipment, such as 

desks, chairs and IT, sourced when its customers, corporate firms, vacate or move offices. 

These valuable resources are passed on to schools and communal projects worldwide through 

Waste to Wonder's distribution scheme. Quality furnishings and equipment are vitally needed for 

learning across much of the globe. 

“I'm determined to let more charities know what we are about and how we can help them,” says 

Alan. 

“At Waste to Wonder, we provide charities with these items for international educational projects 

via our School in a Box programme. 

“School in a Box involves 40ft shipping containers, packed full of second life furniture and equipment 

that we re-purpose when our corporate customers vacate an office or change premises. 

“We will load and ship these from the UK to wherever our charity partners most need them. Plus, we 

put £800 of our company money towards shipping costs. School in a Box could well be the future for 

large charities.' 

Waste to Wonder has already helped some 700 schools across 18 countries through the School in a 

Box programme, and now seeks to expand its work even further with many more international 

charities.  

“If ever you're wondering how badly support is needed for education, this is the reminder,” 

comments Alan. 

Mariami Sanusi, from the Hope for the Hopeless charity in Sierra Leone, agrees. 

“The equipment Waste to Wonder sent us is simply invaluable. Every day it helps our children to 

learn more effectively, and offers them a brighter future, with more hope of well paid jobs.” 

Dhruv Bhatti, another of Waste to Wonder's partners, says the scheme brings better education to 

Kenya. 

“Without the support that Waste to Wonder provides to us, I can't imagine how I would be able to 

continue with the impactful work we do, such as getting the basics into schools so children can 

learn.” 

Alan adds: "Education is a powerful driver of development and we are proud to be helping with that. 

I appeal to any charity working in this arena to contact us, so we can expand and deliver even better 

work throughout 2018." 



To learn how Waste To Wonder can help your charity through ethical reuse and re-purposing, 

contact: admin@wastetowonder.com 
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